
     habbat Shalom My Pupils...

     It’s the last Parsha in Shemot... We’ll be

reading the Torah next week too. It’s every

week, Bernie. We finish and continue...

(Shemot 39:2) ‘And he made...’ He did it

correctly. He didn’t start making an artistic

Ephod. This isn’t Hillel High art class. You

do things right. Not like our board...

(39:21) ‘They attached the Breastplate
(Chosen) from its rings to the rings of the
Ephod with a cord... and the Chosen did
not move from upon the Ephod, as H’
commanded Moshe.’ You don’t construct

like an idiot... When you build things right,

they don’t move. They stay in one spot. The 

     ear Rabbi. I am still heartbroken 
     with everything going on in
Israel. How can I give of myself.
Shalom My Dear Pupil. There are

thousands of opportunities. We shall

focus on donations to soldiers. Our

soldiers are cared for by Jews around

the world. We want to give to our

brethren and do our part during this

time. Here are some of the many

opportunities out there for you to

help our people at this time. 

•BBQ for Soldiers You can donate a

BBQ to a base for 10K. It used to be

two hundred dollars. Since the war

started and communal care has

surfaced, meal prices have gone up.

Nobody wants your chicken dogs

anymore. The soldiers have become

accustomed to better cuts. Jews

from the Tri-state area are now

involved in the war, so keep your

ground meat unless in slider form.

To quote my friend from New York,

‘You don’t send our soldiers out there

without a steak. You don't give them

a brisket. Prime rib. You go to the

war, you go out fed. Prime. Five Stah.
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Mike Lindell is making too
much money off this war,

selling Gaza Dream Sheets.
You get it? Mike Lindell is the My Pillow Guy. He sells
Giza Dream Sheets. Gaza was mixed with Giza. Giza

isn‘t far from Israel., and cotton is an industry.
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pulpit moved five times this sermon. Who

puts a rabbi’s pulpit on wheels?! If you

followed H’s commands and didn’t do

stupid stuff, the pulpit would be normal...

You mess up everything... There is no

commandment to sing harmony... No

singing is what I propose.,, It’s not melody.

We are asking for Shidduch Resumes... I

am against it. Not one of our members is

qualified to work as a spouse... You do

everything wrong. Shidduch applications?

He can’t get a job at Yossi’s Falafel Stand...
Rivka's Notes on Rabbi Mendelchem's Sermon:
The lectern on wheels makes no sense. The board was
rethinking where the rabbi speaks from. They had a
meeting last week to re-discuss which way Mizrach is. 
Questions to ask when applying for job of my spouse.
Do you make a lot of money? What’s your salary?
Rabbi’s classes were great. The class on not singing
was the rabbi telling people to stop singing.

You go to battle with a foot massage. You give them a foot massage. The Gaza. You

make sure they see a musical... You bring them Phantom, then they go to Lebanoan.’

•Beef Jerky You can also donate beef Jerky, just in case they missed the BBQ. In the

beginning it was bulletproof vests and night vision goggles. That stuff was too

expensive. So, we started focusing on food. Now, we’re focusing on gourmet. 

•Bring Chocolate Chip Cookies Chocolate chip cookies was the focus of all Israeli

families for the first month of the war. And we now have the most out of shape

soldiers thanks to Chana and her kids helping in the kitchen.

•Sneak Stuff Past ELAL Security Not very hard. I’ve been smuggling in stuff for years.

•Night Vision Goggles and Battle Equipment Since food purchasing has moved to

five star, war equipment seems cheaper... This is what happens when mothers get

involved in war. Soldiers get fed well, they get out of shape, and shirts get tucked.

Shul Announcements

We truly ask you all to not sing harmony anymore. You are all singing

different songs. Due to your singing, the rabbi, the Chazin, the Gabai,

the membership, the guests of the Bar Mitzvah, the janitor and the

secretary who doesn’t come on Shabbat, don’t want to be in shul.

Our shul’s matchmakers are asking for Shidduch resumes. If you want

to apply for a match call Mrs. Bergstein. She messed up my marriage.

Volunteering for Israel Opportunities: Ten-thousand-dollar BBQ

donations. Car rally carpool hosts. Lox for Chayal Breakfast Day.

Snow Advisory is not an excuse for not coming to shul when there

is no snow.

Upcoming Classes: How to Not Sing in Shul. Writing a Shidduch

Resume: How to Make Yourself Look Decent. How to Volunteer By Not

Coming to Shul Ever Again.

SERMONS OF REBUKE: PIKUDEI

Why do you go to Kosher restaurants? I go toWhy do you go to Kosher restaurants? I go to
catch Minyin... I believe that Minyin ruined thecatch Minyin... I believe that Minyin ruined the
five star reputation of that restaurant. Kaddishfive star reputation of that restaurant. Kaddish

kind of killed the forshpeis for that group of girls.kind of killed the forshpeis for that group of girls.
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